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Note: As we share these Cornish Calendars with the learning curves and adjustments involved 

in what was a cross-cultural experience - we seek your understanding for any improper 

expressions or error in detail. 

 

My Very First Sunday 

 

I slipped into my new suit, straightened my dog collar and Beryl looked me over ready for 

morning worship service at Hayle. It was a matter of going with the flow, but how do you go, 

if you are unsure of the flow? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

94-year-old George showed me into the vestry for a short prayer, then seemed to walk ahead 

as if escorting me to the front of the church. Is this a local tradition or is he one of the 

congregations “hidden gate keepers”? I handed out small tickets to the children that our kids 

from Balaklava had prepared. Just their own name in texta with a stick-on kangaroo or koala.  

Anyway, it all seemed to go Ok, although my organist let me down badly on one tune (also at 

the evening service). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Janet Woolhouse, A Cornish Bard from Australia stayed with us and attended morning and 

evening services. I took a journeying theme – Ted and Beryls’ faith journey crossing with the 

corporate journey of the locals for 12 months. Psalm 106:7-12. Luke 24: 25-31. I felt at ease 

and enabled by the Holy Spirit. Besides, the first run before the people, always a bit daunting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I had three people in the congregation I had corresponded with over the years whom I had never 

personally met. Carol Beavis, a local, William and Joyce Trevethan from Mount Hawke also 

at our welcome night Eva and Joseph Paynter of Winsden Farm, North Petherwin, Launceston, 

had travelled from North Cornwall to be with us, (we had had only a fleeting acquaintance 

with them from Kernewek Lowender Kadina earlier in the year.) This was all very special, 

humbling stuff.  --- never have we been the focus of so many new friends who we hardly knew.  

What an exciting welcome mixed with the cocktail of discovery and support. Feelings of 

affirmation and acceptance abounded on every side. “Surely the Lord is in this place”. 

 

First Service at Ventonleague, a suburb of Hayle happened this evening.  I am still recovering!! 

from the numbing cultural shock. From excitement and elation we stepped into a time warp of 

the 19th century. Even now as I write I feel unsettled inwardly confused and even disturbed. 

While Hayle is a country town of 7000 it is still very much country for the UK. Early Hayle 

consisted of the Industrial Foundry end and the Copperhouse smelting end. Our Chapel 

replaced four previous chapels. Copperhouse Wesleyan, Foundry Chapel, Free Methodists at 

Mount Pleasant and High Lanes. Ventonleague, another part of Hayle also had its Chapel that 

appears to be a left over that has survived. The folk here all walk to church as they did in their 

childhood and think in terms of the old boundaries. How will I manage 12 months with these 

lovely people without being “permanently fossilised”?  The Ventonleague Chapel seats 

hundreds. It is an enduring structure with a balcony and pipe organ that has been lovingly 

maintained. A raised central pulpit with reading lamp with fresh flowers either side and not a 

thing out of place. 

 

The 12 or more people sit at the rear and the preacher projects himself across rows of empty 

pews. The people are elderly, warm and very friendly. After the service they jokingly talked of 

 



pinching our passports so that we couldn’t go home.  Bless them. They claimed first 

impressions counted!! 

 

Since noting that there are seven chapels within two miles of St Ives I have also discovered 

they all have working pipe organs. Magnificent instruments that belong to a world long since 

passed. The sort of tunnel vision that marks the lives of these folk and that insulates a good 

part of Cornwall appears to bathe in a subtle denial so that any possibility of being touched by 

the real world has long since shrivelled on the vine. This brings new insight to bear on the 

numerous schisms of early Methodism. A stubborn Cornishness brings paralysis. This is 

nothing less than an embedded idolatry. Of course the same time warp and generation gap 

exists in the Australian Church.  

 

We have ministered in heritage congregations needing palliative care before, but it is much 

more dramatic and obvious here, interwoven with a local culture and history that is different 

from any Australian comparison. It is also a geographical and self imposed Cornish isolation. 

All of this needs to be held alongside the more inspiring signs of life like the “Praying Together 

for Cornwall” Movement etc. Oh my goodness, “Lord of Life, death and resurrection shine 

on us soon.” 

 

Friday 12 September. A Day off Exploring. 

 

Although we were halfway through the month it appeared that Friday would be our day off. 

We had much to see and explore so we headed for the capital Truro. Everything seemed so 

close and Truro was just a few miles away. Purchased a few computer bits and looked around 

a little. We watched a busking juggler, people sitting with dogs selling puppies, a policeman in 

heated conversation with another verbal-seat-sitter. Took a photo of the Franklin Memorial and 

the large Methodist Chapel that rests in the shadow of Truro Cathedral. The Cathedral claims 

to be the mother church of Cornwall. It was the first Cathedral to be built on a new site since 

Salisbury Cathedral in 1220 and it was founded in 1877 and completed in 1910. It has a lower 

window light that shows Wesley preaching to miners at Gwennap Pit. I’m told that the 

Methodist Chairman of the District is recognised as the ecumenical Canon of the Cathedral but 

I’m not sure what that means. The tidal fall here moves an incredible amount of water. The 

beautiful Truro River was drained dry so we had our packed lunch looking at the bare bottom 

of the waterway that at low tide seems to soil the city centre.  

 

We were keen to break the urban sprawl so we headed for St Agnes. We came to Perranporth, 

washed by the Atlantic Ocean on the north coast. It is part of the Parish of Perranzabuloe 

which means St Piran in the sand. St Piran, the patron saint of tinners is said to have come from 

Ireland. In the 6th century and taught the Cornish the art of smelting. He built his church north 

of Perranporth, a site preserved under shifting sand dunes. One day we will attempt the walk 

to the exact spot. Our first Engine house on Boscawen Road had me jumping with the camera. 

The hillside covered with yellow gorse and purple heather was equally eye catching. 

Porthtowan was next where youth in wetsuits and with surf boards under their arms ran to 

catch the breakers. A real surf culture exists along the Cornish coast. Another Engine house 

presented itself here along with a small field of untouched blackberries that we could not resist 

plundering. 

 

Next the little village of St Agnes, difficult to access on the side of a hill and with heavy tree 

cover. We came across Wheal Kitty then squeezed the car into a small space.  We enjoyed time 

in a tiny bookshop crammed with books from floor to ceiling. The owner, Mr Bookworm, only 



had enough room to stand upright like a soldier at attention. He was open from 9am to 9 pm. 

(along time standing). By his range of quality stock and seeming isolation I concluded he must 

have been overstocked for years---but I must be very careful with my Aussie cross-cultural 

judgements. The gentleman certainly provided a “book experience” and perhaps that was his 

intention and aim! 

 

Mingoose Farm was next, the home of William and Joyce Trevethan of Mt Hawke. We had 

known William and Joyce since 1990. (They were related to the Doo’s, Anthea Hurst and 

distantly to Alison Wendy King) After traversing their rather scary, long, “no return” hedgerow 

lane, we arrived at their neat two storied cottage that William had designed himself. It was 

placed plum in the middle of his dairy farm and green dairy fields. They had sweeping views 

of distant Redruth and even St Ives.  

 

The couple treated us like the King and Queen. (Our Curnow line had never really been 

clarified but Joyce said she had prepared a huge roast anyway) We were made very welcome. 

They were a country couple of our vintage with an active faith and that evening we sat down 

to a lovely Cornish roast that included pork and turnips, peas, all topped off with an Aussie 

wine. Desert came as a Russian Cream--a Cornish dish made of milk and eggs, a sort of white 

custard with blackberry tart and clotted cream. After rolling off our chairs we enjoyed an 

evening of cultural and faith exchange. 

 

We talked of the turning season.  William, an experienced farmer usually cuts grass for silage 

each year before the grasses begin to seed. He said he could almost predict that the grasses 

would turn about May 20th each year. We pondered the regeneration of the clovers across the 

fields. The amazing time clock of nature that brings a whole field alive to reproduce itself year 

after year. Like Aussie farmers, William was intimately in touch with the pastures, the world 

and moods of nature. In winter his 60 Friesian-cross cows are ‘shedded’ to avoid the cold 

because the Cornish night can bring on mastitis. After trying to be considerate of the early-rise 

life style of these folk we shared a prayer blessing upon the home and farm before heading 

home. We could hardly remember a day off that had been so enjoyable and full of discovery. 

That’s all for now, 

Ted and Beryl. 

  

 

 


